A N O T E ON T H E T R A N S I T I O N B E T W E E N T Y P E S I A N D II
OF T H E P E N N I E S O F E D W A R D I
By

G. L. V. T A T L E R

FOR some time the writer has become increasingly dissatisfied with the
principles which appear to govern the distinction drawn between
certain coins usually given to Group Id of the Fox classification and
others normally assigned to Group II. The coins here illustrated by
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enlargements may seem to speak for themselves. To take first two
Canterbury coins in the writer's collection (Fig. i , a and b), we
are bound by the Fox classification to place them under Group II, but
this does not prevent us remarking on a number of features which are
proper to Id. Indeed, if the form of the crown had been that of Id,
there can be little doubt but that the coins would be accepted as
belonging to Id. Incidentally the pieces in question bear a very close
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likeness to the identical coin illustrated by the Fox brothers as Plate
ix. 28 in the 1913 Journal, and there considered to be a Id/II mule,
and here illustrated as figure (c).
The suggestion of the writer is that these coins and other comparable pieces are to be distinguished as intermediate between Groups I
and II. The general characteristics of this new variety may be summarized as follows. The crown is " d a i n t y " , and the band is thinnish,
while the ornaments between the fleurs are spearheads. Normally
the dexter side of the central fleur will be found to be broken, cf. infra,
fig. 3c. The broad face has more affinities with Id than with II, but is
not quite so square as on most specimens of Id, though it is not nearly
so V-shaped as is the case on true coins of Group II. The head, too,
rests very close to the drapery, and noticeably low as regards the
inner circle. The letter " N " need not be reversely barred.
At one time the Fox brothers suggested that such coins were mules,
old obverse dies having been sent to Canterbury and York by accident,1 but later by design to use up old stock. 2 The writer after
studying many coins of the period in the National Collection and elsewhere must put on record the fact that he has only seen one example
of the York coin, the coin which was in the Fox brothers' collection,
and which is now in the possession of Mr. C. E. Blunt, by whose kind
permission it has been again illustrated for this paper—and that until
now he has been able to see only two examples, from different dies, of
the alleged Id/II mule at Canterbury, both of them as it happens
in his own collection (supra, Fig. 1, a and b). In marked contrast,
examples of the alleged mule are extremely common of London. It
is the submission of this note that they are to be considered true coins
if only because of the frequency with which they occur at London,
while the fact that more than one die is known from Canterbury
surely rules out the possibility of the odd die being sent there by
accident.
Nor is the writer convinced that in the present state of our knowledge it is possible scientifically to draw a distinction between the
reverses of Group I and those of Group II. 3 Thus, the alleged Id/II
coins could just as well be true Id coins—except that this would
vitiate the chronological basis of Group II which the Fox brothers so
rightly associate with the opening of the provincial mints. It is true
that all coins with normally barred " N " belong either to Id or to the
new class which we are postulating, but this does not mean that all
coins with reversely barred " N " belong to Group II, far from it.
Nobody would be more pleased than the present writer if it should
B.N.J, vol. vii, 1911, p. 20.
N.C. 1917.
3 The writer is of the opinion that the reverses of Groups Id and II can, if at all, only be
distinguished by their general appearance. The reverse of II shows a bolder and somewhat
rougher appearance than that of Id. This is particularly shown in the letter " C " which is
made up of a crescent and two wedges. The " C " in Group Id has a hair line closing the
letter C[. The " C " on the reverse of Group II appears rougher and the inner serifs of the
wedges are longer and more pointed and often join one a n o t h e r — Q .
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prove possible to establish an epigraphical distinction between Group
I and Group II, but at present he must confess that it has eluded him,
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though of course there are minor tendencies which are occasionally
suggestive but never conclusive.
Since, therefore, it is clear that many of the same punches were
used indiscriminately for the lettering of Groups I and II, the distinction between the classes must lie with the obverse—unfortunately
the transition was not marked by any change in weight, purity, or
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even size of flan. As a basis for discussion the writer here illustrates
enlargements of what he believes will be accepted as classic examples
of Id and II respectively (Fig. 2, a and/), and between them he has set
three examples of intermediate coins of London (Fig. 2, c, d, and e).
We are now in a position to analyse the different elements of the portrait which essentially is composed of four elements, the crown, the
hair, the face, and the drapery. With the hair and drapery we are not
in fact concerned, and our interest centres on the puncheons used for
the crown and for the face.
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The crown proper to Id is unmistakable, but for comparative purposes is drawn out as Fig. 3a. One detail that does not seem to have
found its way into print, though conversation with other students of
the series suggests that it has not gone unnoticed, is that on some
coins the ornaments between the fieurs are not consistent, a pearl
taking the place of one of the spearheads. 1 This is drawn in Fig. 36,
and illustrated in Fig. 2b, and at present the writer would consider
such coins as coming late in the Id issue. There is no shaping of the
band to take the ornaments, and the writer would follow Jacob in
regarding all coins with a shaped band as belonging to Group II.
Indeed, if there is any single criterion marking off Group Id from II
it is this. The crown of the writer's suggested new variety, on the
other hand, is shaped to the ornaments as in Fig. 3c, and it has this
feature in common with the otherwise rather different crown used on
the undisputed Group II coins which is here drawn as Fig. 3^.
Reference to Fig. 2, however, will show that the face of (b) and that
of (d) betray marked resemblances, and it is the writer's view that the
iron used on certain late coins of Group Id was used for the great
majority of the coins of his new variety of Group II. However, the
face of (c) shows a marked resemblance to that on most coins of
Group Ic. For the sake of completeness, there is illustrated as (e)
a coin which has the crown of the new variety but a chubby face.
It is interesting to note, too, that the same irons are used for the
hair on coins of both Id and II, and like the irons of the Id face used
on our new variety of II must have been prepared under the direction
of Hugh FitzOtho and surrendered to William de Tournemire. This
1 The writer has noticed a Group Ic specimen in the National Collection with a spearhead
ornament on the dexter side and the ornament on the sinister side somewhat damaged but
probably being another spearhead.
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is consistent with performance of the instructions to FitzOtho that
he should hand over the utensilia of his office.
The shaped crown, at first often with faulty fleur, would seem,
therefore, to present William de Tournemire's first essay at sinking
dies on his own account, and at first he employed a number of the
puncheons inherited from his predecessor. 1 As Type II progressed,
however, he prepared a new crown puncheon and a new puncheon for
the face. He also became absolutely consistent in his use of reversely
barred " N ". It is suggested that this picture accords admirably with
probability. A major recoinage was in process, and it could not well
have been held up to allow of Tournemire's preparation of an entirely
new set of irons, but on the other hand it was necessary that there
should be from the first a "difference" to enable his coins—and also
his dies—to be distinguished from those of his predecessors.
For these reasons, the writer would like to suggest that his new
variety be considered as belonging technically to Group II and not to
Group Id. Admittedly they are transitional between the two classes,
but placing them under II not only retains the criterion of the shaped
crown—tentatively here ascribed to Tournemire as a deliberate "difference"—but reconciles the existence of the variety at Canterbury
and Y o r k with the historical records. Type II is one of the very few
classes which the Fox brothers did not subdivide in their 1917 paper,
and it is submitted that the coins discussed above warrant a division
into I l a — o u r new variety—and II&. Under the latter heading come
all the coins of which the attribution to Group II is uncontroversial.
There is one little detail which perhaps deserves mention. At one
time or another a few coins have been classified as Illdjll mules, and
the writer would like to suggest that some of them should now be
re-examined. Not only do many IIa coins have " N " barred in the
normal fashion on the obverse, but superficially IIa obverses can seem,
and especially on a rubbed coin, considerably nearer to I l l i than to
116. It is even possible that coins hitherto classified as true Hid may
prove, when scrutinized again, to belong to I l a — w e must not forget
that the condition of many Edward pennies from major hoards leaves
much to be desired and that the volume of some of these finds means
that those charged with their publication have had to work very
rapidly. In conclusion the writer would like to express his obligation
to the kindness of Mr. R. H. M. Dolley of the British Museum who has
given up much of his time to a discussion of the points raised, who
suggested publication in this form, and who helped with the preparation of a typescript for the printer.
1 The writer feels that when in January 1280 William de Tournemire assumed the
responsibility of preparing the dies, he employed many puncheons from the Group Id
coinage, but also found it necessary to employ the puncheon of the face of Group Ic. We
know that Groups Ic and Id were minted contemporaneously, and it is an interesting fact
that the puncheons and dies were kept so well apart that except for a single Ic/ld mule and
a single Id/lc mule in the National Collection no combinations of the different features of
the two classes are to be found on the same coin, except in the case of the writer's new
variety of Group II which shows clearly the faces of Group Ic and Group Id shown on the
same type of coin, but with lettering of Group Id and a new crown common to both.
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For the masterly account of the Montrave hoard published in his monumental Coinage
of Scotland, Burns was indeed fortunate in having before him at one time no fewer
than 363 coins which can be identified as belonging to Fox Groups I and II. They are
here set out in accordance with the writer's own classification, and it is hoped that the
subjoined comparison of the two arrangements will prove suggestive.
G.L.V.T.

Bums

A 1 London
A2
A3
A4

„

Canterbury

A 5 London

Bristol
Canterbury
Durham
York

59 (two with Lombardic n )

IA London

18 (two with annulets)

Ic
ID

61 (five with pellets)

IIA

25
1

106

42
12

14
25

2

57
23
81

Canterbury

ILB London

Bristol
Canterbury
Durham
York

1

j 25 as fig. 3c
\ 56 as fig. 3d

106

42
12

14

25

The writer is indebted to Mr. C. E. Blunt in whose possession the Fox collection
now lies. He has informed the writer that the late Mr. Shirley-Fox did, subsequent
to the publication with his brother of his paper, seek to distinguish a sub-type within
type Id which he used to call "broad" and "narrow faced". The latter specimen is
noted as having a broken fleur in the middle of the crown.

